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Chapter 22
Women Choose to Study the Arts and Humanities 

Again, this chapter may not seem to be of interest to men, but it really should be read. 
It is important in showing the power of Feminism to dominate governments and to 
direct gendered social policy. It shows how Feminism is socially engineering its Quiet 
Revolution.

‘Girls are seen as bright and academic but are channelled into arts, humanities and languages, and 
away from science and computing...This kind of socialisation reflects traditional views of women’s 
place in society and perpetuates gender inequalities in pay, job “choice” and working hours. In short, 
it sets young women up for disadvantage...’1

Young women choosing to study the arts and humanities instead of the sciences and 
mathematics is a perpetual Feminist grievance. All books on Feminism address it and present 
it as a substantial discrimination suffered by women. It is important, then, to expose this 
fabricated issue as the fraud that it undoubtedly is. Yet it is a grievance that governments 
of all political persuasions have taken seriously since the 1970s and the unquestioning 
acceptance of this relentless Feminist grievance highlights a number of points:

-  It shows that Britain is steadily becoming a totalitarian State, using social engineering to 
achieve Feminism’s Ideological aims and implementing its agenda

-  It shows the repetitive stupidity of successive governments; this issue has been policy-
addressed many times and the majority of young women still prefer to study the arts 
and humanities rather than mathematics and science

-  It shows the political power of Feminism, being able to force different governments, for 
thirty-five years, to constantly initiate policies that repeatedly fail

-  It shows how Feminism milks the system, creating employment and salaries for its 
followers and funding for its Industries

-  It proves conclusively that the Feminist belief systems of sameness/socialisation/false 
consciousness/learned roles and sex stereotyping have no substance, and ought to have 
no place in formulating social policy

-  It is an example of how Feminism converts a woman’s choice into an inequality

•	 	This issue, although esoteric, is significant in exposing Feminism for the politically 
powerful fraud that it has now become

***

It is a perennial annoyance to Feminists that young women prefer to study the arts and 
humanities rather than the sciences and mathematics. It annoys Feminists because the 
former subjects lead to professions that pay lower salaries than the latter, and it is a Feminist 
tenet that women should earn exactly the same as men. The fact that young women actually 
enjoy studying, and being involved in, the arts and humanities is disregarded; such interests 
and enjoyments are not Ideologically motivated, and are therefore said to be misguided.  
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The Feminist perspective is that women should have equal pay with men, any other factors 
are irrelevant. So women’s choice of study subjects is incompatible with the Feminist agenda 
and therefore must be rectified.

•	 	The fact that young women choose to study the Arts and Humanities rather than Math-
ematics and the Sciences has been converted by Feminism into a ‘gender inequality’

So how does Feminism conjure and convert this freely made choice into an inequality and 
discrimination? A culprit has to be sought...and blamed. 

***

In earlier chapters the Feminist theme of ‘sameness’ was encountered – the idea that boys 
and girls are essentially the same, except for their genitalia. Feminism applies this belief 
system to the ‘inequality’ of girls’ academic subject choices.
At the heart of the arts and humanities issue is the Feminist claim that boys and girls are 
born the same, with the same talents, interests and drives, but then girls are socialised into 
learned roles and are sex stereotyped into studying subjects that lead to low-paying careers. 
The Feminist argument is that if girls can be socialised into choosing academic subjects (and 
associated careers) then they can just as easily be re-socialised out of this choice and into 
choosing Ideologically-approved subjects and careers (mathematics and the sciences). With 
enough encouragement and training, it is said, girls will choose to study ‘male’ subjects 
and choose to enter male occupations. They just need enough positive ‘socialising’ in that 
direction. 

•	 	Girls, then, are suffering from socialisation/learned roles/sex stereotyping that makes them 
want to choose ‘lesser’ subjects; and then, when they see other young women studying 
these subjects they feel that they, too, ought to (and be expected to) be studying them – 
this is the sex stereotyping Feminist explanation. A bizarre and tortuous combination of 
Feminists beliefs... but such is the power of Feminism in modern Britain that these beliefs 
have been transformed into social policies

•	 	For thirty-five years Feminism has bullied governments to re-socialise young women so 
that they will make the same subject and career choices as men

***

Tessa Jowell, the one-time Minister for Women and Equality in the early post-1997 Labour 
Government, was worried that ‘too many young women...are joining the beauty and child care 
industries instead of engineering and other skilled work.’2 She therefore recommended that 
teenage girls be given assertiveness training at school, ‘to help them resist pressure to go into 
“female” jobs such as hairdressing, care work and health care’. According to Tessa Jowell, girls 
must be given ‘personal advisers’, organised through the employment service, to ‘help them 
pursue traditional male careers in construction, physics or chemistry.’3

•	 	Since the mid-1980s boys began to seriously fail in every area of education and they continue 
to do so. Yet here we have a senior Minister focussing attention on the piffling Feminist 
issue of girls freely choosing to follow their interest in hairdressing and health care
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Male Feminists are also complicit in converting young women’s choices into Feminist 
Ideological issues of inequalities and victimhoods:

SEND IN BUFFY TO SAVE LOST GIRLS – OFSTED CHIEF
(The Guardian, Saturday, 6 March, 2004)

‘In a speech marking international women’s day on Monday, David Bell, Director of 
Ofsted, will warn that girls’ recent forging ahead in academic achievement conceals 
a more complex picture, with many still victims of gender bias pushing them into 
traditionally “female” subject areas often leading to lower paid jobs.

Mr. Bell’s speech breaks new ground since it questions received wisdom about  
girl’s success.

But of course, boys do not have a monopoly on problems. Disengaged girls also need 
help and support to encourage them to take an active interest in their learning.’

Girls, in a society in which ‘women’s victimhood’ creates so many Gravy-Train Industries, 
must not be allowed to be seen to succeed (the Feminist dilemma). Even though young 
women are getting better ‘A’ level results than young men, are attending university in 
greater numbers than young men, are obtaining better degrees than young men and are 
entering post-university employment at a faster rate than young men – they must still be 
officially classified as ‘victims’. 

•	 	For Feminism, success will never be enough

So the Office of Standards in Education (Ofsted), the guardian of educational standards, is 
more concerned about the freely made choices of girls and how these can be twisted, conjured 
and converted into Feminist issues – than it is about the genuine educational problem of 
failing boys. This is one further example of modern Britain’s, institutional discrimination 
against men and boys. 
We also see Ofsted perverting its principles to fit Feminist Ideology elsewhere:

‘(Girls lack)...career opportunities in science, engineering and technology with female students being 
denied access to further training in scientific and technological areas.’4

•	 	It is completely wrong to use the phrase ‘girls are being denied’, girls are not being denied 
anything – girls are allowed to freely choose to study any subject they wish, and no doubt 
it is a sensible and considered choice to suit their personalities, interests and lifestyle 
plans. When an untruth is stated to advance an Ideology it becomes a lie. 

***
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In 2005 the Labour/Feminist Government set up a Feminist policy agency Commission, led 
by Baroness Prosser, to ascertain why women earn less than men. The Commission, (one 
more lucrative addition to the Feminist Equality Industry) concluded that the main reason 
why women earn less than men was that young women were eschewing the better paid 
career paths, and were choosing to study academic subjects that led to lower paid jobs than 
those subjects chosen by males. It concluded:

‘The root of the problem is the terrible career advice and work experience placements offered to girls at 
school, say the report’s authors. Women are encouraged into low-paid professions without being given 
any advice about how little these jobs will pay them, while men are presumed to be more “scientific”.5

•	 	Feminism, obdurate and Ideological as it is, refuses to accept that girls can make 
rational choices; their non-Ideological choices have to be blamed on ‘terrible career 
advice’ – and people ‘encouraging them to enter the low-paid professions’ (Feminism’s 
Blaming Strategy)

Being part of the Feminist Equality Industry, the Commission recommended that the Govern-
ment set up Training Courses (and other lucrative make-work paraphernalia) to encourage 
young women to enter ‘male professions’. The Commission’s report drew immense media 
attention (as it was meant to) to ‘prove’ how girls and women suffer ‘gender inequality’.
Actually setting up the Prosser Commission is a good example of ‘Forever’ Feminism generating 
its Grievance Gravy-Train Industries. Its purpose was to benefit Feminism and Feminists:

•	 	By creating more jobs for Feminists, who will be organising, running, teaching and 
training (indoctrinating?) on these Feminist recommended, tax-payer funded courses

•	 	By creating publicity for a Feminist fabricated inequality
•	 	By deflecting attention from the very well documented genuine issue of boys’ educational 

failure. By definition, a patriarchal society can only produce female ‘victims’, so male 
problems, issues and rights have been ignored – they don’t fit Britain’s dominant 
Feminist Ideology, the patriarchal template

•	 	By proving that girls, not boys, are educational ‘victims’ (David Bell’s word, the Director 
of Ofsted)

•	 	By justifying the continuing existence of Feminism (‘we are still needed because there 
are more discriminations and inequalities that have to be addressed’)

•	 	By justifying policies that continue to preference girls, rather than boys, by creating 
special courses, giving extra finance and resources

***

Trying to re-socialise (‘re-educate’) young women into choosing masculine subjects to study, 
and masculine jobs to enter, has a long history – and it has continually failed. The issue was 
first addressed by Feminism, governments and educational bodies, in the 1970s.
Girls have always chosen to study the Arts and Humanities rather than Science and 
Mathematics. During the pro-girl educational hysteria of the 1970s and 1980s numerous 
Feminist-inspired schemes were established to encourage girls to enter the Sciences. None 
of them worked. Examples include GATE (Girls and Technology Education Project); CDT 
(craft, design and technology); GIST (Girls into Science and Technology); WISE (Women in 
Science and Engineering); GAMMAR (Girls into Mathematics) and the American imported  
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‘Take Your Daughter to Work’ initiative, encouraging fathers to take their daughters to work 
to introduce them to male occupations. There have been HMI Reports on Girls and Science 
and numerous smaller LEA and school events, training sessions, exhibitions and conferences 
on the subject. All part of the educational, political and Ideological frenzy to indoctrinate girls 
into choosing to study Feminist-approved subjects and enter Feminist-approved careers. 

•	 	And all providing Feminist Ideologues with lucrative posts

Thirty-five years later, and with many other initiatives and projects having been established to 
address the issue, there is still only a small proportion of girls studying mathematics and the 
sciences. So it continues to be an issue; and in thirty-five years time young women’s subject 
and career choices will still be being converted into Ideological issues by ‘Forever’ Feminism.

•	 	How ought one to describe a State that continually allows itself to be bullied by 
Feminism to constantly introduce initiatives to ‘remedy’ a non-Ideological choice when 
these initiatives continue to fail time after time, when it has become so obvious that  
re-socialising young women is naturally impossible? Would ‘repetitive stupidity 
syndrome’ (in the Homer Simpson sense) describe such a State? Or could the reason for 
this apparent stupidity be that the State is complicit?

***
The Prosser Commission was only one recent initiative used to convert young women’s 
subject choices into an inequality and to make women victims:

OLD HABITS DIE HARD
(The Guardian, 28 October, 2004)

‘You thought sexism went out with the 70s? Not according to the Minister for 
Women, Patricia Hewitt, who this week launched an offensive on attitudes at 
work. The government intends to change all this by providing girls with more 
career advice on “masculine” jobs providing universities with funding to help 
their female science and engineering graduates find jobs and by strewing adult 
education institutions with “starter courses” for those who want to sample non-
traditional employment roles.’

•	 	‘University funding’, new ‘starter courses’ set up...all benefitting Feminism’s Academic 
Gravy-Train Industry and its personnel

And in 2006:

‘KELLY HANDS £5 MILLION TO UNIONS FOR WORKPLACE EQUALITY: Schoolgirls will be 
encouraged to consider careers in all areas, including those traditionally the preserve of men. Specialist 
diplomas will be available for students aged 14 – 18 from 2008 to give them practical studies in 
construction, IT, engineering and media, giving them at least ten days’ work experience.’6

•	 	Again we have special courses, funding, resources, projects – all lucrative additions 
to the Feminist Equality Industry, paid for from public funds to ‘remedy’ the negative 
consequences for girls who choose to study the ‘wrong’ subjects

***
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Dr. Glenn Wilson is a Senior Lecturer in Psychology at the Institute of Psychiatry, University 
of London. An expert on human behaviour, he has published more than 200 scientific articles 
and over 20 books. Dr. Wilson states:

‘There is now a wealth of evidence that men excel in mathematical and scientific pursuits while women 
have a slight edge in language skills. These differences can be seen in exam performance at all ages and they 
are paralleled by differential interest in these areas. The result is that men gravitate toward occupations 
such as physicist, architect and engineer while women become novelists, journalists and translators.

Despite concerted attempts to override sex-role stereotypes over recent decades, expectations concerning 
appropriate work roles for men and women emerge very early in life...Apparently these stereotypes are 
highly resilient...Some argue that male/female specialisations develop out of childhood stereotypes and 
social expectations, but this seems very unlikely.’7

And,

WHY GIRLS ARE NATURALLY DRAWN TO DOLLS
(Daily Mail, Friday, 16 April 2010)

‘Baby girls make a beeline for dolls as soon as they can crawl – and boys will 
head for the toy cars, a study has shown. With no prompting, they will choose the 
stereotypical toys for their gender.

The findings – the first to show consistent differences in very young babies –suggest 
there is a biological basis to their preferences. This indicates that ‘politically correct’ 
efforts to steer children towards things they wouldn’t normally play with are doomed 
to failure. 

Psychologists Dr. Brenda Todd and Sara Amilie O’Toole Thommessen from City 
University London carried out an experiment involving 90 infants aged nine months 
to 36 months.’

•	 	Further work in this area has been carried out by Anne and Bill Moir; their references are 
thorough and extensive8

***

For decades Feminists have been trying to play God with young women’s natural preference 
for the arts and humanities and have repeatedly failed. One Equality Feminist offers them, 
and our complicit Left-wing/liberal/progressive State, advice:

‘It is time to leave the question of the role of women in society up to Mother Nature – a difficult lady 
to fool. You have only to give women the same opportunities as men, and you will soon find out what 
is or is not in their nature. What is in women’s nature to do they will do, and you won’t be able to stop 
them. But you will also find, and so will they that what is not in their nature, even if they are given 
every opportunity they will not do, and you won’t be able to make them do it.’9

•	 	Feminism needs to convert women’s non-Ideological choices into inequalities. Common 
sense and a huge array of evidence and research, together with three and a half decades of 
failed initiatives will not deter it from continuing to use young women’s subject and career 
choices to justify its existence and to seek opportunities to provide its Grievance Gravy-
Train Industries with lucrative government contracts, finance, salaries and resources. The 
Feminist Fraud will continue
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***

With the issue of young women’s subject and career choice we see again that Feminism 
assumes girls don’t have the intelligence or common sense to make informed choices, that 
girls are so stupid that they allow themselves to be easily led and ‘advised’ into occupations 
that ‘are not good for them’ (that is, not Feminist-approved). In this way Feminism 
disrespects young women. It infantilises them. It denies women personal responsibility for 
their choices, actions, decisions and behaviours.
Men and women are not the same. To try to make them the same by using the machinery 
of the State is social engineering, something that happens in, and defines, communist and 
fascist regimes. Under the hammer of Feminism the British State has become progressively 
more and more totalitarian. Feminism’s Quiet Revolution is relentlessly moving forward.

‘We have come a long way, but we still have a long way to go’

(Feminist mantra)
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Chapter 27
Women’s Work Ethic and Choice of Options

The majority of women have a different work ethic to men, they have different work 
preferences and attitudes. This leads them to choose different priorities and work options 
based upon personal and individual lifestyle values and aims.
Recent research into the pay gap and the glass ceiling is based upon ‘preference theory’. This 
argues that women’s preferences, and their freedom to choose to indulge these preferences, 
is the central determinant of why women are paid less than men and why women are under-
represented in senior positions. Preference theory uses three related work-life models that 
express women’s preferences, women’s choices.1

1. Family-centred:

Firstly, 17 per cent of women fall into the ‘family-centred’ category. Family life and children 
are the main priorities throughout their lives; they prefer not to work. Their family values 
are caring and non-competitive. Family-centred women are almost invisible because the 
Feminist-dominated media and the political focus (particularly with the post-1997 Labour/
Feminist Governments) is on women’s employment and participation in the public sphere.

2. Adaptive:

Secondly, 69 per cent of women are in the ‘adaptive’ category. This is a very large majority 
and has direct consequences for the pay gap and the glass ceiling. This group is the most 
diverse and includes women who want to combine work and family. They want to work 
but are not committed to a working career. They seek part-time work, flexible work, or 
they work temporarily. Their family values are a compromise between two conflicting sets 
of values. They wish to enjoy the best of both worlds. Jobs such as school teaching are 
attractive to these women because they facilitate a wholesome work-life balance. But the 
majority of this group seek part-time work after having children, or take seasonal work, 
temporary work, school-term type jobs, jobs where there is little or no commuting, they 
may withdraw from work temporarily or completely, if family finances permit.

3. Work-centred:

Thirdly, only 14 per cent of women are actually ‘work-centred’. This very small percentage 
has huge implications for the Feminist issues of the pay gap and the glass ceiling. Childless 
women are concentrated in this category. Their main priority in life is their career. They 
are committed to their work. They are responsive to economic and political opportunities. 
These women have marketplace values – such as competitive rivalry and an achievement 
orientation. The fundamental point is that this group represents only a small minority of 
all women (despite the huge increase of women in higher education). Family life is fitted 
around their work, with many finding work in the various Feminist Industries, and their 
sympathetic subsidiaries (for example, the trade unions and the public sector).
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The majority of this group will be Feminists. It is this small percentage of work-centred women 
who are the most vociferous group in demanding State intervention to help ‘women’. It is this 
group who demand positive discrimination and quotas to remedy the under-representation 
of women in senior positions...it is this group who will fill these positions.

•	 	Preference theory is fundamental to truly understanding the phenomena of the pay gap 
and the glass ceiling

The three preference theory categories are found at all educational levels, in all socioeconomic 
backgrounds and in other countries as well as Britain – Spain, Belgium, Germany, Sweden 
and the Czech Republic, for example.2

So essentially, what we have is a situation in which:

-  Over 17 out of 20 women are not concerned, or not too concerned, about pay or promotion, 
about their work and careers (86 per cent of all women)

-  Only 3 out of 20 women are concerned about pay, about promotion and about their work 
and careers (14 per cent of all women)

The above key facts go a long way in explaining the difference in pay between men and 
women and the smaller number of women in senior posts. These two phenomena are not 
‘gender inequalities’, they are not discriminations. They are the result of women’s different 
work ethic, and the way women express this in their work-life preferences and choices of 
work options. The following chapters will analyse in detail the repercussions of the above 
statistics and women’s preferences.

***

The 14 per cent of ‘work-centred’ women are likely to be Feminists. So when Feminists 
demand positive discrimination and quotas to increase the number of women in the top 
jobs they are, in fact, demanding that they themselves should fill these designated senior 
status, high salaried jobs (the other 86 per cent of ‘family-centred’ and ‘adaptive’ women will 
obviously not be too interested in highly stressful, high status jobs). This form of personal 
advancement is one of the main reasons why quotas and positive discrimination are fought 
so hard for by Feminists – it is they who will be the beneficiaries. 

•	 	The Feminist demand for ‘gender equality’ is a disguise; essentially, it is a demand for 
governments to give preferential treatment to Feminists themselves, not women in general, 
to give high status, high salaried posts and sinecures

This is a real danger for men. Consider the consequences of a disproportionately high 
percentage of misandrous Feminists inhabiting the higher echelons of professions – the 
law, the media, the universities, politics; this has already been happening for a number of 
decades and is a major reason for the widespread cultural and institutional misandry in 
today’s Britain.

•	 	Women’s different work ethic results in lower pay for women and fewer women in  
senior positions
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Women’s Choice of Work Options
Not only do women have a different work ethic to men but they also enjoy a wider choice 
of work options.
Women have a social, cultural, and often legislative licence to choose to a) work full-time, b) 
work part-time, c) work flexi-time, d) work temporarily (or be in and out of work at will), 
e) not to work at all. All these female-friendly options lead to lower pay for women. Even 
the full-time option results in lower pay because women’s ‘full-time’ work consists of fewer 
actual working hours than men’s ‘full-time’ work.3 Women’s fluid work structure is socially 
and culturally sanctioned but the negative consequences resulting from this (lower pay and 
lack of promotion) are held up as inequalities and discriminations and have been socially 
and politically accepted as such.

•	 	This range of work option choices allows women to enjoy a much healthier work-life 
balance than men

Our society, culture and conventional wisdom do not permit men to freely choose any of 
these work options – the expectation and rigidity of full-time, constant, life-time work is 
simply imposed upon them. A family man choosing to work only part-time, or ‘dropping 
out’ to enjoy a lower paid but more fulfilling job is frowned upon, he is condemned for 
rejecting his family responsibilities. 

‘Men remain trapped in the rigid role of main breadwinner, but women now have genuine lifestyle 
choices in the liberal modern societies of Europe.’4

And,

‘...the majority of women do not experience, or perhaps even more importantly expect, the lifelong 
responsibility for, the financial wellbeing of, a family that is the expectation of every man.’5

•	 	Men are enslaved by the tyranny of the wage packet. Women enjoy the cultural legitimacy 
to be able to choose not to be so enslaved

The majority of men are work-centred, including being career and promotion-minded, 
compared to only a minority of women.6 Men are more likely to seek careers than women. 
Their work ethic, attitudes and values are promotion/career/high salary orientated. A 
minority do seek a healthy and wholesome work-life balance but few, at least once they 
become family men, achieve this. 
Here we see a fundamental rational reason for the pay gap and the glass ceiling.

***

Do a gender-switch. It could be said that:

‘Men suffer from a work option gap’

Or

‘We need to know why men are being diddled out of an interesting and healthy range of work-life options’
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Chapter 28
Women Choose a Healthy Work-Life Balance

‘The most important reasons for the “gender gap” (pay gap) have little to do with employer bias. 
Increasingly, the gap is the result of choices women make as they seek to maximise their own happiness 
and achieve a broad mix of life goals.’1

Women’s work and life values, preferences and priorities are different to men’s. Women 
choose a healthier work-life balance than men and this results in lower pay and a smaller 
percentage of women being represented in senior positions. We will see that women tend 
to pull away from seeking promotion. 

‘Only about a quarter of women who hold full-time jobs view their working life as a career.’2

And,

‘Jobs are central to the lives of 55 per cent of husbands and just 17 per cent of wives.’3

Again:

‘Only 14% of women are classified as work-centred. These women, frequently childfree, can rightly be 
deemed to share the ambitions and values of their male colleagues, but these results show that they are 
not representative of their sex in general.’4

Women have a cultural licence to enjoy a working life that is more wholesome and satisfying 
than that of men’s. But choosing such a healthy balance and having a lower commitment to 
work has negative consequences in the form of lower pay and fewer promotions.

‘A study has found that socialising with friends and going out in the evening are more important 
considerations for young professionals than working flat out for the next promotion...Put together 
by the market research company TNS, the report found that the trend was most pronounced among 
women, with 40% defying the career-girl stereotype and saying the main function of work was to fund 
a busy social life.’5

•	 	So women prioritise

FIRMS WILL HAVE TO JUSTIFY WOMEN’S PAY RATES
(The Times, 28 March, 2001)

‘Ruth Lea, of the Institute of Directors, said that she was “very sceptical” about 
the suggestion that discrimination was responsible for 25 to 50 per cent of pay 
differentials. She argued that women chose not to take high-paid jobs in the City 
and were more likely to go into careers such as teaching: “Women want some sense 
of balance in their lives”, she said.’

Again,

‘The evidence is that the majority of modern women still expect to (and do) reduce their level of career 
commitment on marriage, because they see their husbands as the main breadwinners....Even for women 
who have themselves achieved status and earning power, their husbands’ material prospects remain 
important. Women today are still looking for slightly older, wealthier and more powerful husbands.’6
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And India Knight notes:

‘It is a fact that, if they have small children, women are far more likely to rethink the whole career thing 
and either stay at home if their finances allow it, return to work part-time or go back to a job with fewer 
responsibilities – which is what I mean by a “self-imposed” glass ceiling.’7

***

There is a common assumption that those who work in professional or managerial jobs are 
committed to long-term careers. This is broadly true of men but does not apply as much to 
women. Many will marry and have children and a significant number will choose either to 
reduce their hours or drop out of the workforce temporarily:

‘For the last 20 years or more, equal numbers of men and women have been entering professions such 
as medicine and the law, but have not reached the top in equal strength. Preference theory suggests 
that this is not due so much to sex discrimination, but to women exercising choice.’8

So women choose to have a healthier life-work balance than men; they do not regard work 
as central to their life. They have different values and aims to men and because of the 
range of work options open to them can indulge their preferences. Feminism converts these 
preferences, women’s choice to have a healthier work-life balance and less commitment 
to their work and career, into the issues of the pay gap and the glass ceiling. These are not 
‘gender inequalities’, they are a rationally considered trade-off.
Research consistently finds that men and women have a different work ethic, a different com- 
mitment to work. More female than male students of average ability drop out of university:

‘The main reason for the higher female than male drop-out rate among undergraduates of average or 
below average ability and performance was low commitment to paid employment and a career as a 
major part of their adult lives; the alternative of marriage, economic dependence and the housewife role 
was seen to be an option for women but not for men.’9

Essentially, women don’t embrace work like men do, it is not as central to their lives: 

‘In June 2001, Bupa/Top Sante published a survey of 5,000 full-time working women in the UK and 
found that only nine per cent said they would still work full-time if they had a realistic choice. This 
compares with a majority of men, because men have no concept of an alternative to life-long full-time 
work which does not mean criminality or poverty...’10

***

Do a gender-switch. It could be said that:

‘Men suffer from a life-long, full-time, work-commitment gap’

Or

‘We need to ask why men are being diddled out of a healthy work-life balance’
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Chapter 34
Women Choose ‘Women’s Work’

There are two types of job segregation – vertical segregation and horizontal segregation. 
Vertical segregation is obviously of a hierarchical nature, managers tend to be men while 
secretaries tend to be women. The numerous reasons for women being under-represented 
in senior positions have been addressed. Horizontal segregation is the phenomenon of 
typical ‘men’s work’ and typical ‘women’s work’; for example, more men are lorry drivers 
and more women are nursery nurses. Men and women are concentrated in different types 
of work, different occupational areas. This chapter looks at how Feminists find inequalities 
and discriminations in work segregation.

***

Typical ‘women’s work’ is a big deal for Feminists because it pays less than ‘men’s work’. 
They seriously believe that ‘the system’ (the patriarchal system/culture) has:

-  Socialised and sex stereotyped women to choose jobs in typical ‘women’s work’
-  And this ‘women’s work’ is deliberately targeted as an area in which to pay low wages – 

simply because these jobs are inhabited by women

•	 	In other words, women are intentionally singled out for discrimination in order to oppress 
them, and also to make them financially dependent on men

I’m not making this up. This paranoia is a long-standing Ideological theory and is so strange that 
I felt it needed heavy referencing.1 For example, the Socialist Feminist, Sheila Rowbotham:

‘Every woman in the labour force in capitalism doing “women’s work” has had the views of both male 
domination and the white ruling class imposed upon her...the nature of her exploitation at work is 
exactly the same as that of all lower-class workers.’2

And Valerie Bryson notes in her Feminist Political Theory:

‘For radical feminists, women are economically exploited as women...The exploitation of their labour 
both in the paid workforce and in the home is but one dimension of their oppression by men...More 
specifically, the well-documented lower pay and marginalisation of women in advance capitalist 
economies is seen as a means of maintaining women’s dependence upon men and hence forcing them 
to service their domestic and sexual needs.’3

Again,

‘Women enter the labour market from a position of subordination which is both reflected and reinforced 
by their conditions of employment....dominant attitudes label any work done by women as inherently 
inferior to that done by men.’4

•	 	I refer the reader to Part Three
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Coincidentally, it was only a few days before completing this chapter that I was in a long 
discussion on the subject of equal pay with a Feminist copy-editor. She is a well-educated 
woman and has worked in her profession for many years. She was insistent that ‘women’s 
work’ was intentionally targeted by ‘the system’ in order to pay women less than men.

***

Feminists complain that women are deliberately segregated into what they often term as 
‘women’s ghettoes’. We have seen how Feminism has introduced policies and initiatives 
in an attempt to re-socialise young women into entering ‘men’s work and careers’; for 
example, dissuading them from being interested in the arts and humanities and pushing 
them into studying mathematics and the sciences. And we have seen how these attempts at 
social engineering have consistently failed.
Yes, women do congregate in women’s occupations, but these are self-selected; women wish 
to enter them, and freely choose to enter them. ‘Women’s work’ jobs are so attractive to 
women that there is strong competition for them. They are in demand. Why?
Occupations that employ more than 90 per cent of women almost always have in common 
many appealing characteristics that suit women’s general work ethic and work-life 
preferences, values, beliefs and attitudes. Because these jobs are so desirable for many women 
then the employer need not offer a high wage – there will always be a queue of women 
waiting for a job. It’s a fact of life in a capitalist society that the economic law of supply and 
demand operates in all areas of business and employment. Where there is a high demand for 
certain types of jobs then the wages will be low in those jobs. For example, during the 1920s 
and 1930s the law of supply and demand kept men’s wages low, especially in the industrial 
areas such as the North East and South Wales, because there were many men chasing few 
jobs. The law of supply and demand has nothing to do with sex discrimination. It cannot be 
converted into the oppression of ‘the patriarchal system’ targeting ‘women’s work’ in order 
to intentionally pay women less than men. Such a conversion is Feminist paranoia. 

***

What are the appealing characteristics that make occupations attractive and desirable to 
women? Many have already been mentioned but a repetition in the context of ‘typical 
women’s work’ being deliberately targeted for low pay is relevant – simply to prove that 
this Ideological claim is nonsense. They include:

-  Physical safety: the safety of a receptionist compared with a fireman
-  An ability to switch off from the job at the end of the working day: a department store 

assistant compared with the manager of a busy city pub
-  A healthy working environment: a secretary compared with a deep-sea fisherman
-  Low stress: a shop assistant compared with an inner-city policeman (especially when on 

night duty)
-  Social hours: an infant school teacher compared with a British Gas engineer, or a security 

guard on call 24/7
-  No demand to work away from home: a dental hygienist compared with an oil-rigger
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-  High fulfilment: a child care professional compared with a fork-lift truck driver
-  Contact with people: a restaurant waitress compared with a night security guard
-  A comfortable working environment: a library/teaching assistant compared with a 

skilled machine operator in a noisy factory
-  Shorter commuting time: a local supermarket cashier compared with an IT worker who 

may have to travel many miles for an IT-specific job. Many more men than women have 
to commute to their place of work, and further than female commuters. Men commute, 
on average, an hour a day longer than women5

-  No stress, little responsibility, a low commitment to the job as a ‘career’
-  School-friendly hours

A higher number of these characteristics in a job makes these jobs desirable. They have all 
the ingredients that are attractive to the 69 per cent of ‘adaptive’ women. They ‘fit’ women’s 
wants and needs, their interests and attitudes, their preferences, goals and work-life balance 
choices. It is Feminist mischief-making to claim that women are somehow socialised/sex 
stereotyped into ‘women’s work’...and then, when they have been deliberately segregated, to 
deliberately pay them low wages. This is a paranoid, malign and misandrous Feminist belief. 
Yet it is this Ideological perspective that continues to influence governments’ gendered social 
policies in today’s Britain, rather than the research work of gender-neutral and objective 
academics who have no Ideological agenda to pursue. 

***

‘The most important reasons for the “gender gap” have little to do with employer bias. Increasingly, 
the gap is the result of choices women make as they seek to maximise their own happiness and achieve 
a broad mix of life goals.’6

And an observation from the Equality Feminist Jane Bryant Quinn:

‘In the 1960s, when women first muscled into the workforce, at-home mums all but apologised for 
what they did. But once those same boomer women started families, staying home with the kids became 
the preferred thing to do.... “A lot of women my age don’t feel a big need to work because they know 
they can if they want to”, says mother-of-two, Barnard College economic professor Dian Macunovich: 
“Women are using their earnings to buy back personal time...A higher proportion of women are 
choosing ‘women’s work’, such as nursing and teaching. It’s no coincidence that these jobs offer many 
options for part-timers (2000)”.’7

•	 	Being attractive, desirable and in demand, it is also ‘no coincidence’ that ‘women’s work’ 
is paid less than ‘men’s work’

In addition to women choosing work that has many attractive characteristics there is also 
a very strong preference in women to work with their own sex; this preference is a factor of 4 
greater than men.8 So women, of their own free will, seek to congregate in ‘women’s work’ 
and because of high demand these jobs draw lower pay.

***
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I have already referred to Catherine Hakim of the London School of Economics. Hakim, 
a leading world authority on women’s employment since the 1980s, has undertaken and 
published a great deal of research on the subject. The following is taken from one of her 
research studies and identifies many of the critical reasons why women earn less than men, 
and why women seek ‘women’s work’. It does, in fact, encapsulate many of the points 
made in this Section.

Grateful Slaves and Self-made Women: Fact and Fantasy in Women’s Work Orientations

‘ABSTRACT: Although job segregation concentrates women in the lowest status and lowest paid 
jobs in the workforce women are disproportionately satisfied with their jobs. This paper assesses the 
strength of women’s work commitment in Western industrial societies, and finds it to be markedly 
lower than men’s work commitment. Work commitment is also found to be a powerful predictor of 
women’s work decisions and job choices. The majority of women aim for a homemaker career in which 
paid work is of secondary or peripheral importance. A majority of women are not committed to work 
as a central life goal, achieving jobs at higher levels of status and earnings. 

For women, any minimally reasonable job will do, because aspirations and efforts are focused in other 
life domains...success or failure in that sphere becomes both unimportant and easily satisfied. In 
contrast, men seek more substantial rewards from the work domain which is their main life activity. 
Most working women with families want jobs with no worries or responsibilities.

Hanson, Martin and Tuch’s study is useful in pointing out that rewarding jobs are often also 
demanding jobs, and that some people may actively prefer jobs which involve a less than total personal 
investment. Women with children are popularly held to be the largest group numerically but there are 
others. Writers, musicians, actors and artists who must support themselves with other jobs, are ready 
examples.

Women’s work orientations involve a short-term perspective, with little concern for long-term 
promotion prospects, and a high preference for work they enjoy.

Among part-time workers with low work commitment who are working primarily for the extra income 
for the family, convenient hours are more important than good pay. Part-timers are more likely than 
full-timers to feel very satisfied with their jobs, the key contributing factors being their easy journey to 
work, part-time work hours and the friendly people they work with, with higher satisfaction on these 
factors than is felt by full-timers on any aspect of their jobs.

This is a research finding that feminists and trade unionists have difficulty accepting.

Women’s job preferences emphasise convenience factors over the high pay and security of employment 
conventionally valued by men. This explains women’s high satisfaction with the casualised and low-
paid jobs on the periphery.

More generally, this also explains women’s very high satisfaction with part-time jobs in preference 
to full-time jobs...a research finding that trade unions and some women academics have long found 
difficult to accept as real and valid.

The degree and pattern of job segregation in any country are historically determined, but the persistence 
of job segregation from now on should be regarded as a reflection of women’s own preferences and 
choices...rather than the outcome of patriarchal systems and male social control.’9

•	 	Hakim’s non-Ideological work, and the research of other non-Ideological academics, 
(including A. Booth, A. Chevalier, J.C. van Ours and J.R. Shackleton) contradict Feminism’s 
Ideologically-driven assertion that one of the main reasons women earn less than men is 
because job segregation is the result of ‘the system’ stereotyping them into certain types 
of job and then deliberately paying these ‘typical women’s’ jobs less than ‘typical men’s’ 
jobs. This is the ‘patriarchal system’ and ‘male social control’ (to which Hakim refers) – 
the Feminist patriarchal plot paranoia 
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It is no surprise to find that Feminists, the Feminist Academic Industry and trade unions have 
difficulty accepting Hakim’s (and other’s) findings; these findings do not fit the Feminist 
(patriarchal) Ideology (‘women are victims of men’). And, being ‘Issue Dependent’, these 
people need to seek out or create and conjure inequalities, discriminations and oppressions, 
in order to justify Feminism’s continuing existence. Feminists, absolving women from any 
personal responsibility for their choices, and determined to spread misandry, need someone 
or something to blame for women entering the relatively lower paid ‘women’s work’. The 
target is men.

‘Why do jobs in female-dominated sectors attract lower pay? The chief answer lies in the gendered 
nature of “skill”. Skills that are traditionally associated with women are undervalued and men’s are 
overvalued in comparison... As Phillips and Taylor point argue, women’s work is deemed inferior 
simply because women do it.’10

•	 	We need to ask whether paranoia is an additional characteristic of the Feminist’s psycho-
logical make-up
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Chapter 35
Women Choose to Avoid ‘Men’s Work’: 

The Unhealthy and Dangerous Jobs

We have looked at ‘women’s work’ and seen why it attracts low pay. In this chapter we 
look at ‘men’s work’ and see why it attracts higher pay. In addition to women’s work 
ethic of choosing jobs, careers, and work options that offer an emotionally and mentally 
healthy and wholesome work-life balance (shorter hours, less responsibility, less stress, not 
working unsocial hours, not seeking promotion...) women also choose to avoid physically 
uncomfortable, unhealthy and dangerous working conditions.

The Glass Cellar
One further reason why men are paid more than women is because it is they, overwhelmingly, 
who do the dirty, unpleasant and dangerous jobs in society:

‘It is rarely discussed in the debate over the pay gap, but part of the explanation for men’s higher average 
pay could well be that there is a compensating differential for less attractive working conditions. Men 
are more likely to work outside in all weathers. They are more likely to work unsocial hours. Thirty-six 
per cent of male managers work more than 48 hours a week; the figure for women managers is only 18 
per cent. Men suffer much higher rates of industrial injury.’1

•	 	It is only men who inhabit the ‘glass cellar’ jobs and it is these jobs that are paid comparatively 
higher ‘compensating differential’ wages. By avoiding the nasty unhealthy jobs women 
choose not to take advantage of this differential

•	 	Women forfeit higher pay in exchange for a healthier work environment

In our perverse wish and desire to believe that women suffer from ‘gender inequalities’ 
and discriminations we forget that there is more to a job than simply how much it pays. 
Women choose to avoid dirty, unhealthy, physically demanding work environments...and 
the concomitant higher pay.
The American Jobs Rated Almanac ranked 250 jobs from best to worst.2 It based the ranking 
on the following criteria: 
salary * stress * work environment * outlook * security * physical demands
It found that 24 of the first 25 worst jobs were almost entirely male jobs. Examples included 
truck driver, sheet-metal worker, scaffolder, boilermaker, deep-sea fisherman, refuse-
collector, construction worker, iron-founder, coal miner, sewage worker.

•	 	All the worst jobs were inhabited 95 per cent to 100 per cent by men.
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On 26 November, 2006, Sky News ran a story which listed the results of a survey carried out 
by the Discovery Channel’s programme, Hard Labour, to find the ten worst jobs. Rankings 
were made according to the likelihood of accidental death or injury, working hours, skill levels 
and difficulty as well as mental and physical stress. The worst jobs were:

London cabbie * trawlerman * lumberjack * demolition worker * miner * oil rig labourer * aircraft 
carrier flight deck officer * abattoir worker * scaffolder * railway maintenance engineer

•	 	These jobs are almost wholly undertaken by men. This gendered fact was not mentioned 
on the programme; it would have been too politically incorrect to have made such a point

***

Feminism wants State intervention to ensure that an equal number of women as men are in 
senior positions; as MPs, judges, directors, senior managers. It demands social engineering to 
remedy the ‘gender inequality’ of female under-representation in the top jobs, for example:

FIRMS MAY BE GIVEN QUOTAS FOR WOMEN STAFF
(The Sunday Times, 9 May, 2004)

‘Labour is to bring in a new anti-discrimination regime that will impose a fresh 
“duty” on employers to promote equality between men and women, leaked cabinet 
papers reveal.

In a letter to John Prescott, the chairman of the cabinet domestic affairs committee 
admits that ministers have acted under pressure from women’s rights activists.

“I believe that we should now signal our intention to take practical steps to 
introduce a duty to promote equality of opportunity between women and men, for 
which there is strong and mounting pressure from the women’s lobby and the Equal 
Opportunities Commission”, she said.

Catherine Hobbs, a senior lecturer in equal opportunity law at East London University, 
said the moves by the government heralded the introduction of positive discrimination 
forced on Britain by Brussels: “There’s very much an acceptance that positive 
discrimination is the only way...some people call it reverse discrimination but it’s the 
same thing – you’re discriminating against the white male for the greater good”.’

•	 	Note the Stalinesque phrase: ‘You’re discriminating (against the white male) for the 
greater good’. Feminism is an unscrupulous, man-hating Ideology that uses totalitarian 
methods to discriminate against men and to preference, privilege and policy-favour 
women (where these happen to coincide with its Ideology and agenda). We know that it 
will be Feminists themselves who will fill these quota top jobs

•	 	The reader will observe the political power that ‘women’s rights groups and lobbyists’ 
enjoy; they were especially politically powerful and influential during the post-1997 
Labour/Feminist Governments

***
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Do a gender-switch. As only men inhabit the ‘glass cellar’ ought we to have a Commission 
set up to ascertain how best to implement quotas and positive discrimination to ensure 
that 50 per cent of all the dirty, unhealthy and demanding ‘glass cellar’ jobs in Britain are 
inhabited by women? For example, let’s have the same number of women as men cleaning 
out the sewers.
One commentator neatly captures this Feminist double standard:

‘Squeaking excitedly about equal opportunity with men, they battered at the imagined doors of male 
privilege, from which many a male would gladly escape if he could. Of course, the male “privilege” of 
having to work for a living was only disputed by women in areas selected by themselves. Few insisted 
on being allowed to go rat-catching in the sewers under London. Instead they clamoured for the equal 
right to be...Captainess of the Queen Elizabeth.’3

•	 	Sometimes the stench of Feminism’s double standards and hypocrisy is overpowering. 
Reader, whenever you hear the phrase ‘glass ceiling’, think of the ‘glass cellar’

‘McNabb (1989) finds that, controlling for human capital variables, manual workers obtain a wage 
premium for inconvenient hours, job insecurity and unfavourable working conditions.’4

MINERS WAIT FOR COMPENSATION
(The Daily Telegraph, Tuesday, 4 March, 2008)

‘Former miners have been forced to wait more than 10 years for Government 
compensation for pit-related illnesses, a committee of MPs said yesterday. 

Some died while their claims were being processed because ministers underestimated 
the size of the project.

There have been about 762,000 claims so far for almost £4.1 billion.’

•	 	There are no female coal miners. Women choose to avoid working in the worst jobs. They 
therefore choose to forfeit the ‘worst jobs pay premium’

***
It may be argued that women cannot physically undertake many of the ‘glass cellar’ jobs. 
OK, which ones? This Feminist argument is nonsense. Feminism demanded, and was 
granted, the right for women to enter the fire service as ‘firefighters’ (as all firemen now 
have to be called). The same level of physical strength and fitness that a ‘glass cellar’ job 
requires will be at the same level as that required of a fireman. So there is no rational reason, 
no excuse, why women cannot be conscripted into the ‘glass cellar’ jobs.
The only difference is that a firefighter is a glamorous job (so it is acceptable to Feminism) whereas 
the ‘glass cellar’ jobs are dirty, nasty, and unhealthy (these are not acceptable to Feminism...so 
they don’t want them). Feminist hypocrisy again: ‘Pick ‘n’ Mix’ Feminism – ‘we’ll have some of 
that nice equal pay...but we don’t want any of that nasty dirty, long-hours work’. 
But for the sake of argument let’s assume that women are not physically capable of 
undertaking the ‘glass cellar’ jobs. Then in that case Feminists have no right to complain 
that women’s pay is less than men’s pay; men benefit from the ‘unhealthy and dangerous 
compensatory differential’, the wage premium, and women do not.
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•	 	If Feminists are not prepared to be Coal Mineresses, Scaffolderesses, Seweresses but 
choose only to be Captainesses, then they should not cite the pay gap and ‘glass ceiling’ 
as inequalities and discriminations

Feminism takes the positive consequences of men’s choices and compares them with the 
negative consequences (defined by Feminists, not ordinary women) of women’s choices and 
calls these differences ‘gender inequalities’. This is a confidence trick, a fraud, that has 
gulled the British public and policy-making fraternity for three decades. Shame on us.

Women Choose to Avoid Work that is Dangerous

It has been noted that it is overwhelmingly men who work in the nasty, dirty, unhealthy jobs 
in society. Taking this a stage further we see that ‘men’s work’ is also much more hazardous 
and dangerous than ‘women’s work’.

•	 	In the summer of 2010 thirty-six Chilean miners were trapped underground for many 
weeks. All were men. When the Twin Towers collapsed on 9/11 scores of rescue workers 
were killed, attempting to save others. All were men.

Men might not be legally drafted into the most hazardous and dangerous jobs, but they 
are psychologically and culturally drafted. Whereas women provide a womb to create the 
children, men provide the financial womb to support the children (women prefer to work 
part-time, and fewer hours than men). Many men, especially those without an education or 
qualifications, are motivated to enter the death professions to provide this financial womb. 
So the motto of the death professions could be: ‘My body, not my choice.’

•	 	Many men are enslaved by their need to produce a monthly salary; by their need to fulfil 
their family responsibilities. Courtship...leads to marriage...leads to children...leads to...

‘Pretty girls dig graves’
(Jack Kerouac: Dharma Bums)

NEWSFLASH: September 2011; ‘Trapped Welsh miners found dead...a friend of one said: 
“He just wanted to do good for his family. People don’t go mining for fun, they do it 
because they have to and the risks are still there”.’

‘Many men are sacrificed on the altar of full-time, continuous, unhealthy and dangerous work’
(Swayne O’Pie)

***
The following is taken from the Employment Gazette:5

‘The fact that virtually all employee fatal injuries are to men reflects their employment in the riskier 
occupations.

For the self-employed, all fatal injuries and over 98% of major injuries were to men.’ 

***
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In the summer of 2005 I wrote to the huge GMB union to ask for their statistics on work-
related fatalities and serious injuries. Their Health and Safety Officer, Simon Reed, replied 
enclosing the following:

Men Fatal  Non-fatal/Major
2001  202  21,033
2002  175  21,192
2003  176  20,929
2004  161  22,512

Women
2001  4  6,977
2002  7  7,233
2003  7  7,183
2004  7  8,152

Simon Reed’s reply continued:

‘Table 30 shows that there are marked differences between the injury rates for employed men and 
women...The all-industry fatal injury rate for men in 1999/01 was 2.7 and less than 0.05 for women...
Major and over-3-day injury rates for women are almost invariably less than half the rates for men, 
who are more likely to be found in the higher risk occupations.’

•	 	The GMB (as do all trade unions) demands that women receive equal pay to men – 
regardless. Trade unions disregard the dangerous job pay premium and demand that 
women be paid the same as men. We know that trade unions are Feminist non-governmental 
organisations, embracing the Feminist Ideology, promoting the Feminist agenda

J.R. Shackleton is Professor of Economics and Dean of the Business School, University of 
London. He observes:

‘In 2006/7, men were two and a half times more likely than women to suffer a major injury at work. 
Davies et al (2007) find evidence for a significant compensating pay differential for the risk of major 
accidents in, for example, process, plant and machinery occupations in the UK. Grazier (2007) finds a 
similar result for risk of death across a wider section of the employed population.’6

***
The Feminist Fawcett Society regularly poses the question: ‘Where are the Women’ (in 
senior posts, for example, in Parliament and boardrooms). Do a gender-switch: ‘Where Are 
The Women In The Glass Cellar?’ Consider all the above statistics and all hell would break 
loose if it were women who were being systematically seriously injured or killed in their 
work; there would be media and political uproar. 
Consider the following examples, and imagine the furore if it were women who were the 
victims of these deadly jobs:

‘Dangerous job that claims 20 lives a year. Fishing is one of Britain’s most dangerous occupations 
with the sea claiming more than 20 lives each year. The last decade was the worst – a total of 223 men 
died when their boats capsized, collided, sank in rough weather or became trapped by underwater 
obstructions (2000).’7
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And,

‘Three workers were taken to hospital after 15 floors of scaffolding at the site of the Jury’s Inn Hotel in 
Milton Keynes “came down like a pack of cards” and trapped them (2006).’8

Again,

THREE BUILDERS DIE IN CONCRETE TOMB
(Daily Mail, Monday, 8 May, 2006)

‘Three workmen were buried alive in quick-drying concrete in a horrific accident on 
a building site.

Scaffolding they had been standing on collapsed, sending them tumbling into the 
rapidly setting mixture, which then pulled the men in like quick-sand.

Other workers used pickaxes and hammers to try to get them out, but their desperate 
rescue efforts failed.

Fire chief Eric Baum said: “These people were basically buried alive in concrete. 
There was nothing we could do for them. It is tragic”.’

•	 	‘Where are the Women’ in these occupations, Sisters of the Fawcett Society? Feminist 
organisations and individual Feminists are hypocritically silent regarding the comparative 
health and safety of male and female jobs; Feminists conveniently and deliberately ‘forget’ 
that there are many more factors involved in a job than what it pays 

***
Feminists present the pay gap and the glass ceiling as ‘gender inequalities’ and ‘discrim-
inations against women’. They are not, and should never be accepted as such. Women’s 
lower pay and fewer women in senior positions are trade-offs: women choose to exchange 
lower pay for not working in dirty, unpleasant, uncomfortable, unhealthy, hazardous and 
dangerous jobs. The majority of people would consider this to be a fair and just exchange....
if they had not been influenced by Feminist propaganda constantly telling them that lower 
pay for women is a ‘gender inequality’.
So the ‘pay differential’ for undertaking the hazardous and dangerous jobs in society is a 
further reason why men earn more than women. A small price to pay to avoid a work-related 
serious injury or premature death. In this sense, women freely choose to earn less than 
men...in exchange for working in a much cleaner, healthier and safer work environment. To 
interpret this as a ‘gender inequality’, a ‘discriminatory pay gap’, is fraudulent and immoral 
– and disrespectful to all those men who have suffered injury or death to undertake these 
dangerous but necessary jobs. 
Do a gender-switch. It could be said that:

‘Men suffer from the nice, clean, healthy and safety at work gap’

Or

‘We need to ask why working men are being diddled out of healthy bodies and out of their lives’
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Chapter 36
The Pay-Off for the Pay and Promotion Gap

This Section is drawing to a close. All the evidence points to the pay gap not being an 
inequality, and to the ‘glass ceiling’ being a myth. Yet Feminists, their sympathisers, and Male 
Feminists, still declare that every organisation, company and business should be compelled 
to undertake a pay audit so that Feminists can ascertain by how much women are being 
paid less than men and then, presumably, present more policies to governments demanding 
action to remedy the negative consequences (as they interpret them) of women’s choices.

‘Derek Simpson of Amicus said in 2006: “The pay gap between men and women is due to discrimination 
by employers...without compulsory pay audits, women will wait till doomsday for equal pay”. The 
TUC has said: “Mandatory equal pay audits would help increase transparency in pay systems in the 
private sector where the pay gap remains high”.’1

***
But if Feminism continues to press for pay audits let’s not stop there. Let’s have a ‘national 
work audit’ showing everyone in Britain how jobs, work options and choices are portioned out 
between men and women. We can then press for government action to introduce quotas and 
positive discrimination legislation to bring about ‘gender equality’ between the sexes in work-
life balance, in working hours and working conditions. What would such an audit include? 
What would the balance sheet comparing men and women’s work-life balance show us?
On one side of the balance sheet we would see men earning 12 - 15 per cent more than women.
On the other side of the sheet we would see that this lower pay is a trade-off, an exchange 
for women enjoying the luxury, the choice, the freedom to:

Work part-time * work fewer hours * work flexible time * work temporarily * change jobs 
regularly until they find one they like * enjoy shorter commuting times * walk out of a job 
if they so wish, knowing that their husband’s full-time, lifelong work ethic will provide a 
financial safety net * avoid work that is stressful * avoid work that has too much responsibility 
* avoid work that is unhealthy * avoid work where the work environment is uncomfortable * 
avoid work that is nasty and dirty * avoid work that is dangerous * Avoid working unsocial 
hours * enjoy not having to commit to a job or career for life * be fulfilled in their work * be 
happy and satisfied in their work * have more time to pursue their personal interests * have 
more time to enjoy being with the children, watching them grow and develop * avoid the 
worry of having to seek promotion * be the primary carer of their children * seek jobs that 
allow them to help others * study the academic subjects they are interested in and enjoy 
without worrying whether they will lead to lower paid jobs and careers * enjoy career breaks 
* claim ‘victim status’ for the issues of the pay gap and the glass ceiling (if they wish to) * 
attend school functions with the children * avoid entering the ‘death professions’ 

•	 	One may look at the balance sheet and legitimately ask which sex is actually experiencing 
‘gender inequality’ and discrimination in the work situation? It certainly isn’t women. 
Feminism’s inequalities of the pay gap and the ‘glass ceiling’ are carefully crafted and 
presented frauds

‘The most important reasons for the “gender gap” have little to do with employer bias. Increasingly, 
the gap is the result of choices women make as they seek to maximise their own happiness and achieve 
a broad mix of life goals.’2
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***

Modern Britain is obsessed with Feminist demands (disguised as ‘women’s issues’) to the 
point of neurosis. The post-1997 Labour Governments were Feminist Governments. But 
other parties in our Left-wing/liberal/progressive political zeitgeist are almost as neurotic.

CAMERON: I’LL TACKLE THE GENDER PAY GAP
(Daily Mail, Thursday, 29 December, 2005)

‘David Cameron condemned the pay gap between men and women yesterday, calling 
it a “persistent injustice”.

The Tory leader announced a policy review under party chairman, Francis Maude, 
aimed at pressing employers to do more to even up the disparity.

He (Cameron) called on employers to be “more open” about what they pay their 
employees, adding: “We will never tackle the scandal of unequal pay by leaving it 
to legislation and regulation”.’

Cameron is also considering legislation to ‘remedy’ the ‘glass ceiling’. He wishes to force 
companies to hire more woman in senior positions. The Conservative 2010 manifesto 
supplement ‘A Contract for Equalities’ presents female quotas on corporate boards as a 
policy that tackles this supposed inequality.

•	 	More Captainesses...but still no Seweresses

***

The Prime Minister is not the only senior Conservative to promote the Marxist-Feminist 
Ideology:

WE NEED MORE WOMEN RUNNING FIRMS, SAYS MAY
(Daily Mail, Friday, 17 September, 2010)

‘Theresa May has criticised major firms for failing to employ enough women at the 
top. The Home Secretary, who is also Minister for Women, warned companies they 
would lose out if they did not ensure that fewer bosses were men.

“If we’re going to make sure this happens, we need to work together to break down 
the barriers that keep women out of the boardroom.”’

•	 	‘Barriers’? Which barriers are they Ms May? This is sanctimonious, Ideological Feminist 
claptrap, showing a complete disregard for the gender-neutral research that has identified 
the ‘glass ceiling’ as a Feminist-produced myth
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And the Conservative Party’s Left-wing radical Liberal Democrat Coalition partners?

EQUALITY LAW GIVES WOMEN PRIORITY OVER MEN
(The Daily Telegraph, Friday, 3 December, 2010)

‘Lynne Featherstone, the Liberal Democrat equality minister, said yesterday 
companies that failed to promote a fairer deal for women could be named and 
shamed. She said sexism was present in too many workplaces.

Leading companies must promote more women to board level. They could be  
forced to disclose how much they pay staff if they refused to do so voluntarily,  
she said.

Trade unions welcomed the action to close the gender gap.

The Government has set itself an “aspiration” that half of all new appointments to 
public boards will be women by 2015.’

•	 	These promotions proposed by Ms. Featherstone are based upon the possession of a 
vagina rather than upon experience, talent and skills, and will benefit only Feminists; 
those Feminists who are likely to make up the 14 per cent of ‘work-centred’ women. 
So the Government’s demand for ‘more women’ in senior posts actually means ‘more 
misandrous and Ideologically-driven Feminists in senior posts’. I ask the reader to 
consider the dangerous consequences for men when these Ideologically-driven women 
fill the top jobs in the law, in the media, in the political system...

•	 	The Liberal Democratic Party has no connection with old-fashioned Liberalism, which 
prized individual liberty, genuine equality and accountability

Successive governments’ attempts to ‘remedy’ the issue of the pay gap and the ‘glass 
ceiling’ have all failed; they are further examples of ‘repetitive stupidity syndrome’. All 
governments have consistently ignored the rational explanation for these phenomena – 
women’s work ethic, preferences, attitudes and choices. All naively (or complicitly) accept 
the Feminist Ideological dogma that these phenomena are ‘gender inequalities’. 
Modern Britain is to a great extent ruled by Feminists (Male as well as female) and its social 
policies dictated by the Feminist Ideology and agenda. Politicians prefer to be led by their 
prejudices, by their complicity with, or fear of, Feminism, and by gender-warrior ‘experts’, 
rather than to be informed on important economic and social issues by gender-neutral 
experts, such as Professors Catherine Hakim and J. R. Shackleton.

‘Men and women are groups that are far too large and heterogeneous to benefit from sensible policy 
interventions going beyond the basic principle of equality of opportunity, already enshrined in law 
and increasingly embedded in practice in this country. Complete equality of outcome between men and 
women’s pay is impossible to achieve in a free society of any complexity. All of this suggests that we 
should make far less of a song and dance about the gender pay gap.’3

•	 	What is not understood is that Feminists really need to ‘sing and dance’; it is a political 
strategy to create inequalities to justify their continuing existence. Feminism is a self-
perpetuating Movement that is Issue-Dependent

***
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In the face of so much evidence to the contrary why are people so credulous in accepting 
Feminism’s self-serving Ideological explanation for the pay gap and ‘glass ceiling’? I have 
come to the conclusion that there is a fundamental psychological (emotional?) need to want 
to believe what Feminists tell us about women’s inequalities, discriminations, oppressions, 
victimhoods and abuses. For some unfathomable and bizarre reason, we wish to believe that 
women really do suffer from these negative phenomena. Is this why otherwise intelligent 
people, and politicians from all parties, are so gullible in falling for the confidence trick and 
fraud that Feminism undoubtedly now is? Is this why Feminism has escaped any kind of 
analysis, critique, questioning or challenge? Why do we have this desire to believe what 
Feminists tell us, however ridiculous, irrational and illogical their claims and demands may 
be? We could call modern Feminism Exploitation Feminism – exploiting our need to accept 
and believe that women in modern Britain are second-class citizens, are a minority group 
who suffer from ‘gender inequalities’ and oppressions. We have travelled a long way from 
the genuine and morally-based Equality Feminism that many of us supported.

***

In this Section I have endeavoured to show how the pay gap and the glass ceiling are 
myths deliberately, Ideologically and politically converted from women’s freely made and 
personal choices. They have been constructed to add to other artificially created issues that 
are used to justify the existence of modern Feminism, to continue and prolong its social, 
cultural, economic and political power; to drive its Grievance Gravy-Train Industries.
However, some experts question whether there actually is a pay gap at all:

-  A woman without children, with no partner, earns roughly the same amount (and 
sometimes slightly more) than the average man.4

-  ‘Single women earn as much on average as single men, and indeed women in the middle 
age groups who remain single earn more than middle-aged single males.’5

-  Lesbian women earn 20 per cent more than heterosexual women.6 This clearly indicates 
that the pay gap is not a male (patriarchal) discrimination against women.

-  The American Longitudinal Survey of Youth found that among workers aged 27 – 33 
with no children, women’s earnings were 98 per cent of men’s.7

-  The same has been found in Britain:

‘It should be emphasised that in the younger age groups, 18 – 21 and 22 – 29, both mean and median 
measures of the gap are low; for 22 – 29 year-olds, the median gender pay gap was less than 1 per 
cent in 2007. Indeed, data from the Labour Force Survey suggest that the median pay gap is actually 
negative for this age group – in other words, women in full-time employment earn more than men.’8

And,

‘Clearly, there can’t be prejudice against women as such since childless married women, single women 
and single men earn much the same as each other.’9

***
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There are many choices women face in their lives, work and career; the majority do not 
go with the ‘money choice’ or the ‘promotion choice’. Their goal is to achieve the ideal 
balance between financial comfort, work fulfilment, and personal happiness – a different 
equation for each woman, but the majority choose to earn less and to avoid promotion. 
These choices are not ‘gender inequalities’, nor are they discriminations. Lying to women 
about why they are earning less and why they are ‘under-represented’ in the top jobs is 
one of the most disempowering acts imaginable. I hope that the foregoing chapters will 
have dispelled some of the Feminist myths that keep women stuck in the powerlessness of 
a ‘victim’ mentality, deliberately created for them by Feminists in order to implement and 
justify their own self-seeking agenda.
But I doubt it; not while there are still misandrous Feminists like Kathy Lette populating  
the media:

‘It’s still a man’s world. Until women get equal pay and stop getting concussion from hitting our heads 
on the glass ceiling, then females should feel free to comically kneecap men as often as possible.’10 

***

A major aim of Feminism is to spread misandry. The pay gap and the ‘glass ceiling’ continue 
to be powerful gender-weapons in the Feminist armoury; they are Feminism’s big guns and 
have been employed continuously for three decades. I hope that the foregoing chapters will 
have gone some way to expose Feminism’s frauds and deceits regarding these issues.
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